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ABSTRACT
The angle sensitivity of a silicon cell solar sensor of original 
design is studied, and initial experimental results are presented. 
This solar sensor consists of silicon cells mounted on the lateral 
faces of a four-sided pyramid. An opaque shield was attached to the 
sensor to obtain higher angle sensitivity for small angles. The 
effect of varying the sensor parameters which pertain to angle 
sensitivity are discussed along with nonlinear characteristics of 
the silicon solar cells used. The effects of sensor operation in 
a space environment are also considered. As a result of the study 
presented in this thesis, it is concluded that the solar sensor 
discussed will be capable of reliable, long-term operation in a 
solar oriented space vehicle.
vi
ANGLE SENSITIVITY OP A SILICON 
CELL SOLAR SENSOR
INTRODUCTION
A wide variety of future space vehicles will require orientation 
with respect to the sun. Some of these will be solar research projects 
while others will be space vehicles or satellites which utilize various 
solar properties.
Examples of the solar research projects include the following: 
studies of the solar spectrum in bands that are inaccessible below 
the earth's atmosphere; monitoring the solar constant to furnish the 
meteorologists with terrestrial-heat-balance data; a solar oriented 
telescope to yield information on sunspots, flares, or other aspects 
of the solar atmosphere.
The solar applications Include on-board power supplies such as 
solar cell banks or parabolic energy concentrators to operate thermionic 
energy converters or boilers with a working fluid. The former con­
verter ejects electrons from a solar heated emitter to deposit them 
on a cold cathode to produce a current through an external load. The 
latter converter uses conventional thermodynamic cycles to operate a 
heat engine. A second type of application would take advantage of the 
intensity and immobility of the sun for use as a beacon for space 
navigation. Still another solar property which may be used in space 
vehicle operations is the solar radiation pressure for which large, 
lightweight '’sails” have been proposed as low thrust devices.
2
3In order to orient a space vehicle with respect to the sun, three 
basic components are needed: (a) a reaction mechanism such as gas jets
or flywheels to mechanically perform the required maneuver; (b) a control 
system to activate the reaction mechanism at the proper time for the 
required period to realign the vehicle; (c) a solar sensor to continually 
provide the control system with an electrical signal which indicates the 
attitude of the vehicle with respect to the sun.
If flywheels are used as the reaction mechanism, they serve to 
rotate the vehicle by changing their own rotation rate, employing the 
principle of conservation of angular momentum. If gas jets are used as 
the reaction mechanism, they Impart a torque to the vehicle by providing 
thrust along some moment arm from the center of mass; the basic principle 
is action and reaction.
The control system may assume many different forms in the design 
details, but the principle of operation in broad form is the following:
A signal is produced by the sensor in the form of a voltage which vanishes 
when the solar pointing error approaches zero, and which changes polarity 
when the solar pointing error changes sign. This signal is amplified 
and fed to a servomechanism which activates the reaction mechanism in 
the proper direction.
Any solar sensor to be used in the orientation of space vehicles 
must be capable of operation in two separate phases. The first phase 
called capture refers to the ability of the sensor to view the solar 
disk throughout a wide range of misalignment errors. The second phase 
called fine pointing refers to the ability of the sensor to hold the
bvehicle within a very narrow angular confine once capture and preliminary 
alignment has been attained.
Solar sensors for space applications have appeared only within the 
last 15 years. Perhaps the earliest, and most common of these are the 
sensors developed by the University of Colorado Upper Air Laboratory at 
Boulder, Colorado.^ One set of these sensors, referred to as the coarse 
eyes, served to orient a flight package to within several degrees of the 
sun. When this was done, another sensor, called the fine eye, was used 
to maintain the solar pointing of the vehicle within narrower limits.
One set of coarse eyes was used to operate the azimuth servo while 
another set was used for the elevation servo. The photosensitive unit 
for the fine eye was the 1PL2 vacuum phototube. To obtain the most 
stable tubes the 13 best ones were selected from a group of 75- High 
leakage sensitivity changes and fatigue drift were the principle dis­
advantages of these tubes at the time. A proposal to overcome the serious 
drift error was to control the balance from the ground with telemetry.
The coarse sensor consisted of three eye cartridges with 925 photo­
tubes mounted behind opal glass diffusers and infrared filters, because 
of the sensitization of these tubes to infrared. These cartridges were 
arranged to point out a triangle surrounding the solar disk; each of the 
outside cells were combined with the center one to produce each degree 
of freedom of information.
The fine eye consisted of four lPb2 phototubes lying on the bottom 
of a tube containing a lense to focus the solar image onto four separate 
quadrants containing the tubes.
5A polaroid disk was used to reduce the light intensity to prevent 
destruction of the phototube. As solar misalignment developed, the solar 
image shifted off center so as to light two quadrants more intensely and 
hence produce an error signal to direct the control system toward align­
ment of both axis. The coarse eyes attained capture for the fine 
pointing.
The Kearfott Company has proposed a solar sensor designed to produce
o 2
solar direction information to an accuracy of 0.1 . This system uses 
silicon solar cells in a design similar to the University of Colorado’s.
The fine sensing was done with only three units, which required rather 
elaborate circuitry. A continuous balancing system was suggested. No 
indication was given that the sensor or any of its components had been 
built.
The Space Vehicles Group of the National Aeronautics and Space 
Administration at Langley Research Center has become interested in using 
a solar sensor for the orientation of large erectable aluminized Mylar 
parabolic solar energy collectors. In the time elapsed since the University 
of Colorado designed their sensor, many advances have been made in solid 
state devices and miniaturization. It was thought that recent technological 
advances could be used to arrive at a solar sensor of novel design which 
would satisfy present needs for many types of space missions. In partic­
ular, greater consideration needed to be given to the following points:
(a) reliable operation for prolonged periods in a space environment; 
o>> compactness, low weight, and high strength; (c) low power consumption 
(ideally, no power consumption).
To begin to meet these requirements, an investigation was conducted 
to select the best, presently available, photosensitive element for use
6in a space vehicle solar orientation system. Since photosensitive 
elements are also used as solar energy converters, literature is abundant 
in this area.
Silicon solar cells appeared, to be superior in many respects to 
competing photosensitive devices. A principal advantage of the 
silicon solar cell is its high conversion efficiency, which is defined 
as the ratio of electrical power output to luminous power incident on 
the cell. Pearson, of Bell Telephone Laboratories^, has compared the 
conversion efficiencies of various devices for converting solar radia­
tion directly into electrical energy. In this study, Pearson examined 
thermopiles, photogalvanic cells and photovoltaic cells. Thermopiles 
use the results of J. J. leebeck dating back to 1823j when he discovered 
that an electromotive force originates from a circuit containing two 
dissimilar metals if one junction is held at a higher temperature than 
the other.
Photogalvanic cells were first described in 1839 by A. E. Becquerel 
in a paper entitled ”0n Electrical Effects Under the Influence of Solar 
Radiation.” The device consists of two electrodes placed in an electrolyte 
to produce en electromotive force when light is incident upon one elec­
trode. The barrier-layer photovoltaic cell is a true solid state device 
which was developed around 1876 when W. G. Adorns and H. E. Day found 
that in certain cases a selenium cell was found to generate a current 
without the aid of on external battery. (Proc. Roy. 80c. Lcn., 1877,
25, 113*) A more detailed history of photosensitive devices is found 
in reference 4.
None of these devices produced conversion efficiencies in excess of 
about 1 percent. In 195^, D. M. Chapin, C. S. Fuller, and G. L. Pearson,
7of the Bell Telephone Laboratories, succeeded in raising the efficiency 
of the photovoltaic cell to 6 percent. (B. M* Chapin, C. £. Fuller, 
and G. L. Pearson, J. Appl. Phys. 25, 6'f6, 195*0 • This was about a year 
after the University of Colorado published its solar sensor report.
At the time reference 5 was written, the highest conversion efficiency 
for commercially available cells was 11 percent. As of May 19&L, con­
version efficiencies of 15 percent are available. (Electronic Design,
Hew Products Lection, May 10, 1961, p. 48.) Other desirable character­
istics of silicon solar cells from the standpoint of operation in a 
space environment are discussed later in this paper.
Because photovoltaic cells have made such rapid progress since the 
first solar sensor appeared, it seemed advisable and feasible to approach 
the problem of devising a new type of solar sensor with long-term 
reliability as the principal design approach. The conception and develop­
ment of this new solar sensor is given in the next section.
CHAPTER I 
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE
Description of Setup 
When first confronted with the problem of arranging the solar cells 
into a sensor, it was thought that some beam splitting technique would be 
advisable. This would have required optics along with the consequent bulk, 
weight, and support requirements. A much simpler arrangement was to 
utilize the cells as a comparative photometer operating by the principle 
shown in figure 1. The basic principle of operation is that the illumina­
tion of a flat surface is directly proportional to the cosine of the angle 
of incidence. The word "illumination" is used synonomously with 
’’illuminance ’ to designate the luminous flux per unit area incident on a 
surface and is measured in lumens/ft^ (foot candles) or in lumens/m2 
(luxes).
Arranging the cells in the manner shown produces a solar sensor that 
combines a recently developed device with an operating principle that is 
several centuries old. The variation of illumination of a flat surface 
was discussed qualitatively by Leonardo da Vinci in his book on painting 
(German edition by Ludwig, Vienna, 1882, p. 308). When Lamberts 
"Photometria" appeared in 1760, he presented a mathematical expression
*3for the cosine law of variation of illuminance with angle of incidence.*'
It may be seen from figure 1 that when the sensor is aligned toward 
the sun, the incident solar radiation is parallel to and the cells are
8
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Base of sensor
Figure 1.- Photometrical principle of operation.
Cell 2
Balancing
resistor
Control
system
Figure 2.- Electrical principle of operation.
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equally illuminated to produce equal potentials if their electrical 
characteristics are matched. Mismatched cells may be used by placing 
a resistor in series with the stronger cell. This balance resistor may 
also be used to point the sensor at some other desired angle to the sun.
The cells are connected in a battery-bridge circuit shown in 
figure 2. When the solar sensor is aligned toward the center of the 
solar disk, there will be no current through the center of the bridge 
which is actually the control system. If, however, the incident radia­
tion forms an angle, Q, with the sensor normal Ng, then the more 
illuminated cell will produce an electrical signal through the center 
of the bridge. This signal will increase in intensity with increasing 
error angle, 9, because the difference in cell illumination also 
increases with increasing 9. The form of this increase can be seen 
from the geometry of figure 1. The illuminaticn of cell 1 is given by
*1 * lmax cos (a + e>
until cell 1 is completely shaded out. This occurs when
9 s= 90° - a 
The Illuminaticn of cell 2 is given by
*2 * Imax cos (a - 9)
until the sun is no longer in the field of view of the sensor. This 
occurs when
0 * 90° + a
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Prior to the construction of an experimental solar sensor, two 
inclined silicon cells were taken on the rooftop and aligned in azimuth 
and vertical directions. The voltage output was recorded at various 
intervals along with the time of reading. The angular positions of the 
sun were then computed from the position and time. An increase in 
signal was noted as the pointing error increased. The data obtained 
were not taken under controlled conditions due to clouds, building 
reflections, changes in solar elevation with consequent change of 
optical depth, etc. From the general trend of the data, however, it was 
thought that the sensor of figure 1 could be used, at least for somewhat 
uncritical types of orientation applications.
In figure 1 we have only discussed single-degree-of-freedom orienta­
tion. A second axis of orientation may be obtained by adding a second 
set of cells rotated 90° to the first set about % •
A variable parameter of figure 1 that readily comes to mind is the 
angle of solar cell inclination to the base, a. In order to determine 
the influence of a upon the difference in cell illumination for various 
values of the pointing error, figure 3 was plotted. From this figure one 
may see that the steeper angles of cell inclination produce both a high 
small-angle sensitivity and a wide angle of solar capture capability.
The complete equations for the curves of figure 3 are as follows: 
when both cells are illuminated
AI * [cos(q - 9) - cos(a + 9l| 0 < 9 < (90° - a)
when one cell only is illuminated
AI - cos (a - 6) (90° - a) < 8 < (90° + a)
12
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To sun
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Figure 4.- Shading effect of opaque shield. Dimensions are shown for
the calculations of appendix A.
Ih
and when neither cell is illuminated
A I = 0 (90° + a) < Q < lB0°
The other two quadrants are not necessary because of symmetry; the roles 
of 1^ and Ig would simply be reversed.
Before the actual construction of an experimental version of the 
solar sensor, an additional technique was considered which would improve 
the small angle sensitivity with no loss of capture capability but with 
a slight increase in the dimensions of the sensor. This technique was 
the addition of an opaque shield at the apex of the sensor as is shown 
in figure From this figure one may see, qualitatively at least, that
the shadow cast by the shield on cell 1 will cause a greater change in 
sensor output for small error angles because the shadow causes the 
illumination of cell 1 to decrease more rapidly with increasing 9. This 
effect is shown graphically in figure 5 Tor which an inclination angle, 
a, of 80° was assumed. For this figure, a shield length of 5 inches 
was selected as a reasonable compromise between sensitivity Increase and 
additional bulk.
The method of obtaining figure 5 is as follows:
Referring to figure k, the illumination of either cell may be 
expressed as
I « Cw( 2 - q)eos B
where
C illumination on a flat surface located in the vicinity of the
cell and normal to the illuminating source 
w width of cell
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I
q
B
length of cell
amount of cell’s length shaded by shield 
angle of incidence
The area of cell 1 under illumination
= w(l - q)
From the geometry of figure 4
H sin 9 
eos(a + 6)
so that
w I - H sin 9
L  cos(a + 9)
Since the illumination of cell 1 diminishes as the cosine of the angle 
of incidence, this illumination is
It « Cv cos(a + 9) I -
H Bin 9
_ cos(a + 8)
Similarly for cell 2
Ig « Cvl cos(a - 8)
Subtraction yields
I2 - Ix « AI - Cwjj cos(a - 9) - I cos(a + 8) + H sin ©J
for the condition
0 * 9 $ 9Crit
where 9crit is the value of 0 for which cell 1 becomes completely 
shaded and is given by
« ~ . . -1 cos a
"crit *■
H 4- sin a
For larger values of 9
AI * CwI cos(a - 9)
It may be noted that the special case of the equation which occurs when
H = 0 is that used previously for the coarse sensor.
The effect of changing the length of the opaque shield for small 
error angles is given when 9 < 8cr^t* From the relationship of H 
and AI, it is seen that the optimum length of the shield is & more 
or less arbitrary parameter which can be decided upon only after con­
sideration is given to structural factors, mission requirements, and 
space available for the sensor.
Still another quantity subject to change is the geometric shape of 
the cell which may be used to a limited extent to control the slope of 
the c rve in figure 5 for 0 < 9Crit* *^or 1 2 0 purposes a smooth maxi­
mum slope is desired, which led to the use of rectangular cells in this
discussion.
The calculations showing the effect of the shield have a slight 
error since they do not take account of the penumbra due to the finite 
angle (about $2 min.) subtended by the solar disk. Furthermore it must 
be noted that figure and figure 5 do not precisely describe the solar 
sensor output principally because of the nonlinear characteristics of 
photovoltaic cells such as the silicon solar cells.
18
It is thought; however, that these figures serve as a rough guide 
to indicate the general effects of changing various parameters, such 
as the angle of inclination to the base, the length of the opaque shield, 
and the maximum value of the illumination. The effects of these factors 
are described more realistically in the "Conclusions" section of this 
paper.
Apparatus
The experimental version of the solar sensor presented in figure 6 
was constructed for use on the single-degree-of-freedom platform shown 
in figure 7 which is mounted on the air bearing shown in figure 8 and 
oriented toward a light source simulating the sun.
The sensor of figure 6 uses four 0.5“inch by 1-inch rectangular 
cells connected in series to produce two 0.5-inch by 1-inch rectangular 
units on each face, which is inclined at an angle of 80° to the base 
of the sensor. The opaque shield was 5 inches in length with a 1.5“inch 
square cross section. The center of the bridge circuit was a 1,000-ohm 
precision resistor (l percent) to simulate the control system impedance. 
The circular cells recessed in the opaque shield were used to provide 
an independent error angle signal which provided rate information for 
damping of the platform.
Figure 7 shows an early version of the test platform used as a 
breadboard version of the solar sensor, control system, and reaction 
jets. At the top of the photograph is a makeshift solar sensor used 
while awaiting construction of the version shown in figure 6. At the 
left of the photograph in figure 'J, the solenoid valves and torque- 
producing jets may be seen. The compressed nitrogen storage bottle
19
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appears near the center, and the plumbing and circuitry are to the 
right of the bottle and behind it* The long vertical bars are used 
to suspend and adjust weights to position the center of mass of the 
platform.
This platform was mounted on the air bearing shown in figure 8. The 
.female portion of this bearing shown on the left consists of a hemispherical 
socket with an air orifice at the center and 32 other orifices distributed 
along the lower portion. Pressurized air flowing through these orifices 
provide the male portion of the bearing (shown in its inverted position 
on the right half of the photograph) with a cushion of air upon which to 
"ride.” This bearing allowed the test platform to rotate with very little 
retardation.
The bearing and platform described were used to test the integrated 
solar orientation system. The equipment used to calibrate the solar 
sensor separately is shown in figures 9 and 10.
Figure 9 shows the experimental solar sensor mounted on a protractor 
head (left end of photograph) clamped to the end of the I-beam. To obtain 
angle sensitivity data for large angles (capture phase), the protractor 
head was undamped from the I-beam and rotated through a complete circle 
while being illuminated by a fixed light source. The I-beam apparatus 
was used to obtain fine-pointing angle sensitivity data. The beam itself 
is kl inches in length and is supported on one end (left side of photo­
graph) by a vertical torsion bar while the unsupported end (right side of 
photograph) was moved in a horizontal direction by a micrometer drive 
screw to rotate the beam through very small angles.
23
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The reason for the torsion bar pivot is to eliminate lateral dis­
placements of the pivot end of the beam which would result from bearing 
tolerances or eccentricity if a conventional bearing support had been 
used. Due to the extremely high ratio of I-beam flexural, rigidity to 
torsion-bar torsional rigidity, the I-beam flexural rigidity introduces 
virtually no error. Any lateral motions of the supported end which may 
have occurred could not be detected with a microscope.
The small displacements of the free end produced by the micrometer 
drive screw were read on a microscope reticle attached to the free end. 
This reticle consisted of 100 lines per millimeter, and could be read 
to the nearest half line. This corresponds to an angular reading accuracy 
of 1 second of arc rotation of the sensor.
The light source used in conjunction with the angle sensitivity 
measurement apparatus is shown in figure 10. This consists of an air­
craft landing lamp (left side of photograph), Westinghouse number ^559*
600 watts, operated by a Tabtron DC power supply producing 26 volts.
At 1 inch in front of the aircraft landing lamp is placed a circular tube 
and disk (left and center of photograph). The disk and tube were painted 
flat black tc prevent stray light reflections and no limit the size of 
the beam. The tube was ^6 Inches long with a 2-p/^ inch inside diameter. 
The solar sensor was placed 60 inches from the closest end of the tube.
At this location the light source delivered 1,200-foot candles as 
measured by a Wollensak Factax Foot Candle Meter.
This amount of illuminance is about 9 percent of that produced by 
the son at one astronomical unit outside of the earth1s atmosphere.0 
The spectrum of the aircraft landing lamp is of course shifted toward
the infrared as compared with the sun. Figure 11 shows the spectrum 
of an aircraft landing lamp, the sun, and the response of & silicon 
solar cell superimposed.' From this figure it is seen that the solar 
sensor response curve peaks in the red region of the solar radiation 
and in the blue region of the aircraft landing lamp spectrum so as 
to obtain roughly similar amounts of energy from each of these sources.
As the sensor was rotated in the beam of light from the lamp, output 
voltages across the load resistor were read with a Hewlett Packard 
Model 125A DC Micro volt-ampere meter. This meter has an accuracy of 
within percent of end scale, and an input impedance of the order 
of 1 megohm. When the small angle sensitivity readings were taken, 
room vibrations caused some difficulty in reading the meter since the 
needle executed small vibrations in a random fashion. These variations 
were carefully watched and average readings were taken for each data 
point.
Environmental
A solar sensor must be capable of reliable, prolonged operation In 
the environment of space. Among the hazards likely to be encountered 
are severe particle and electromagnetic radiation, vacuum, and micrometeor 
bombardment.
Silicon cells have proven capable of reliable operation in a space 
environment by the satellite, 1958 Beta, whose cells have been operating
for an extended period. Some laboratory tests on the effects of radiation
8on silicon cells have been performed, and they have been found to with­
stand ultraviolet, X-rays, gaHBia rays, electrons, protons, and alpha
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particles of moderate energy. The results of these tests indicate that 
silicon solar cells decrease their output to 75 percent their original 
value in about l*f years. Hence the solar sensor sensitivity would have 
a similar decrease. It must be realized, however, that these values 
are extremely rough, and better estimates must await more complete data 
concerning the nature of the Van Allen belt and other deleterious 
phenomena such as solar proton streams.
Another hazard to the solar sensor is the damage which might be 
caused by micrometeorite erosion and puncture. However, present data 
Indicate that this problem is less serious than is radiation damage.^
In order to protect the silicon cells from the sandblasting effects 
of micrometeorites, windows of highly resistant fused silica may be 
provided.
Although these have favorable mechanical properties, up to 20 per­
cent of the transmitted energy may still be lost by the sandblasting 
e f f e c t s T h i s  indicates that the sensitivity would eventually be 
reduced by about 20 percent due to micrometeorites if windows of 
fused silica were used to cover the sensor.
Another environmental effect on the solar sensor sensitivity is 
temperature. The temperature coefficient of conversion efficiency is 
-0.5 percent per degree centigrade for the range between +20° C and 
+175° C (Hoffman Electronics Corporation, Technical Information Bulletin 
number TIB 52-58). A 10° temperature rise in this range would therefore 
lower the sensitivity by 5 percent. It is believed that this would not 
present a serious problem because of advances made In the thermal control
29
of space vehicles, and because of recent knowledge of the probable 
thermal environment of a satellite (ref. 11, for example).
CHAPTER II
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
Data
The wide angle calibration curve of figure 12 was obtained by 
rotating the solar sensor at various angles to the beam emitted from 
the aircraft landing lamp. From this curve, one may see the high angle 
sensitivity of the solar sensor for small angles. This portion of the 
curve will be shown later in greater detail. The slight asymmetry 
results from the initial mismatch of the characteristics of the silicon 
cells used, since no balance resistors were employed in the experimental 
solar sensor. Another factor contributing to the asymmetry is the 
failure to determine the precise null position for the wide angle curve.
A large portion of the wide capture capability Is also shown here. A 
conspicuous feature of this wide angle curve is the sharp knee which 
appears just beyond the steep linear portion of the curve. A nonlinear 
characteristic of the silicon solar cell is responsible for this.
The nonlinear characteristic accounting for the sharp knee appearing 
in figure 12 is that the solar cells attained rapid saturation as may 
be seen from the saturation curve of figure 15. This curve was obtained 
by varying the operating voltage of the aircraft landing lamp to reduce 
the illumination on one face of the solar sensor situated normal to the 
light source. Measurements were again taken with the foot candle meter
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realizing some inaccuracies may have been introduced by a spectrum 
shift toward the red when the temperature of the tungsten filament 
decreased.
Characteristic curves for silicon cells may be found in reference 12. 
These curves indicate that for high values of load resistance and 
illumination, the product of the current and load resistance becomes 
constant.
The fine-pointing angle sensitivity curve is shown in figure 1^.
This curve was obtained with the method and apparatus described in an 
earlier section of this paper. The solar sensor had a load resistance 
of 1,000 ohms and an illumination of 1,200 foot candles. The linearity 
of the curve In the region shown is desirable for processing the 
electrical signal. The fine-angle sensitivity is obtained from the 
slope of the curve. This slope produces a sensor output of 1.2 milli­
volts per second of arc.
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CHAPTER III 
CONCLUSIONS
The preliminary research presented in this paper indicates the 
feasibility of the configuration studied. Previous sensors have had 
more inherent disadvantages, particularly in regard to continuous, 
accurate solar orientation of a space vehicle. The two basic factors 
contributing to the advantages of the sensor presented are simplicity 
of design and the use of silicon solar cells as the photosensitive 
elements.
Specific factors contributing to the reliability of the sensor 
studied in this paper are as follows:
1. The sensor is able to withstand the deleterious effects of a 
space environment. Silicon cells have already performed for prolonged 
periods of space.
2. The solar sensor consumes no power. Previous sensors used 
phototubes which require external power for their operation. Silicon 
cells, however, are self-powering and have a high conversion efficiency.
5. No optical components are needed. The operating principal is 
photometric. Nothing is needed to focus the beam or protect the silicon 
cells from optical destruction. Previous sensors employing phototubes 
required care to prevent "burning."
The sensor has no moving parts to cause failure or frictional
wear.
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5. For many applications, such as the orientation of silicon 
cell banks to power a satellite, only one unit is required to perform 
the separate functions of initial acquisition of the solar disk and fine 
pointing to hold the solar pointing error within narrow limits for long 
periods of operation. Previous sensors used separate units to perform 
the operations of initial and final orientation.
6. The sensor is light in weight due to the small number of parte 
needed.
7* The sensor has sufficient mechanical strength because it has 
no delicate parts.
8. The size of the sensor is reasonable. Without an opaque shield 
the solar sensor occupies about a cubic inch. The addition of a shield 
will add only several inches to the sensor's length, but this may be 
compensated for by producing greater angle sensitivity for small angles 
with no resulting loss of field of view.
9. The sensor is easily and cheaply constructed because of the 
simplicity of its component parts. Alignment of cells on the sensor
is not extremely critical since final alignment may be accomplished with 
the balance resistors shown in figure 2.
10. The electrical drift of the sensor is very slight. Silicon solar 
cells exhibit very little optical fatigue, and will operate as stable 
reference standards for long periods even under full sunlight. The drift 
problem was especially acute for previous solar sensors.
11. The electrical signal produced by the solar sensor is easy to 
process. The output consists of a voltage increasing with error angle 
and reversing polarity as the error angle passes through and beyond the 
null. Two-degree-of-freedom orientation uses two independent output voltage
12. The experimental sensor verified many aspects of the theo­
retical feasibility studies.
l^. The experimental sensor proved that by using the configuration 
presented, it is possible to obtain an angle sensitivity of at least 
1.2 millivolts per second of arc through a control system with a 
resistance of 1000 ohms.
Ih. The sensor presented is capable of orienting a space vehicle 
to at least 1/ seconds of arc. The experimental sensor shown in figure 6 
has been ground tested on an air-bearing-supported platform in con­
junction with an on-off control system and nitrogen gas jets. This 
platform has been able to capture and hold a test light source with 
a final pointing error of 17 seconds of arc from an initially pointing 
error of greater than 90°• This is thought to be still a couple orders 
of magnitude from the inherent capabilities of the sensor, and reflects 
merely the state of development of the control system used.
It has also been found that in order to more closely predict the 
output of the sensor at various inclination angles between the cells 
and the base, it is necessary to consider the nonlinear voltage output 
characteristic as the illumination on a cell is varied. This character­
istic was shown in figure lp for a particular load resistance and 
light source.
Further research is being conducted to optimize the sensor for 
use with various types of control systems. Future experiments with the 
solar sensor will use a mercury-xenon vapor lamp to more closely 
duplicate the solar intensity and spectrum.
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Future experimentation with the solar sensor presented in this 
thesis includes a four-stage vertical probe which is now being prepared 
to test the complete solar orientation system at an altitude of 
several hundred miles.
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